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MB Astrology Kundali Match provides users with an opportunity to learn about their compatibility with a

mate and more. The programs interface asks for some strange information about your birth, but is easy to

navigate and fill out. In addition, reading the results also requires some understanding of Vedic astrology,

but is mostly easy to interpret and very intuitive to use thanks to organizational tabs. A Help file is

available, though it only defines the programs functions and not the terminology of astrology. The

birthday, time of birth, and longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates of you and your mates birth are all

required and may take some research to input. However, once we entered this information, we were

blown away by the wealth of data this program interpreted. Not only did it read out how well two mates

can work together and give a detailed reason for such, but many other items were outlined. From our

lucky numbers to personality traits and even our appearance, every imaginable angle of the user and

their mates Vedic astrology is shown. Please read the license-personal-use.txt and Install-Readme.txt.
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